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A b o u t   T h e   A u t h o r

Kapilesh Choudhary

Kapilesh Choudhary, Graduate in Commerce from Delhi University, 

India has worked on many company-based projects as freelancer 

that involve auditing and marketing. He is currently acting as 

Managing Trustee for OHH (India), Chief in Editor at national 

magazine True Lies (India), Director in Non profit association at LA 

VAFARA MTÜ (Estonia), Partner in LA VAFARA (India), Chief 

Promoter for GLS and FELA (London) and Senior Analyst for a MCKF 

(India). He has over 12 year of (International) experience in the field 

of Analytics and also specializes in setting up various projects in 

UAE, Malaysia, London, Australia, Europe and India. He is an expert 

in the area of developing strategies and provides thought leadership 

and pursues strategies for engagements with senior executives.

He works with business owners, non-profits and organizations that 

use free publicity in traditional and social media to establish their 

credibility enhance their reputation, position themselves as experts, 

sell more products and services, and promote a cause or issue. 

In this book he has explained various techniques which one can 

adopt and change his/her living style, also guide you How an 

Individual can become e Resident of Estonia and benefit of 

becoming e Resident of Estonia, with his real life scenario showing 

his Digital journey from India to Estonia.
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This is book is about history of Estonia, 

where author has explained how an individual can 

apply for e Residency and its benefits & setup of 

business without traveling to Estonia, This book is all 

about developing your traveling techniques, 

thinking and analytical skills one should have to be 

successful entrepreneur.
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E S T O N I A 

Estonia, a country in Northern Europe, borders the Baltic Sea and Gulf 
of Finland. Including more than 1,500 islands, its diverse terrain spans 
rocky beaches, old-growth forest and many lakes. Formerly part of the 
Soviet Union, it's dotted with castles, churches and hilltop fortresses. 
The capital, Tallinn, is known for its preserved Old Town, museums and 
the 314m-high Tallinn TV Tower, which has an observation deck.

Capital: Tallinn

Dialing code: +372

Currency: Euro

Points of interest: Lahemaa National Park, MORE

Official language: Estonian
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European country, Estonia

Estonia who is officially known as Republic of Estonia is a country in 
Baltic region of Northern Europe. In EU, Estonia is a fastest growing 
and developed country with a advanced high income economy. 

The most extraordinary thing about Estonia is its grasp of digital 
technology. When it comes to Internet access, Estonia is one of the 
most connected countries in the World.

Free Public Transport

In Estonia capital city of Tallinn, the 
public transportation is free for 
their residents, it also means more 
people may register as resident, 
which will help more tax revenue 
for Tallinn administration. 

Population

The population of Estonia was 1.32 
million, which makes us the fourth 
smallest country in the European 
Union after Malta, Luxembourg 
and Cyprus. The population of 
Estonia accounts for 0.26% of the 
total EU population.



Estonia is about 50% forest

About 50% of Estonia's territory is 
covered with forest. Which makes 
this place good for hiking and 
exploring wildlife. Even in spring, 
western part of Estonia becomes a 
popular bird watching destination, 
which also brings lot of excitement 
for thousands of visitors in Estonia. No place in Estonia looks like same 
thought the calendar year.

Estonian Nature and Wildlife

There are currently 65 different species of mammals living in Estonian 
forests, among them 500–600 brown bears, over 150 wolves, around 
700–800 lynxes, 20,000 beavers, 20,000 wild boars, 12,000 elk plus 
deer and other wild animals. That is why we call it dreamland for 
nature lovers. A place where we see forest land, rivers and lakes 
meeting sea and bogs due to its high coverage of marshes. It has five 
national parks and many nature's points, for that reason it is called 
destination of best bird watch. Due to less in human population, it 
gives more nature loving adventure sports. 

This land is full of beaches, islands, bogs, forest, heritage landscape 
which creates different types of species of birds and animals, which 
can not be find anywhere in this world. Not only animals and bird but 
there are many places you will find rare collection of plants and trees, 
which is no where available in world. You will find lots of Wolves and 
lynxes covering Estonia's population. 



Estonia has over 2000 Island

Estonia's many islands offer an enormous amount of charm and 
ancient history, with the most popular Estonian islands being 
Saaremaa, Hiiumaa, Kihnu, Ruhnu and Vormsi. Estonian islands are 
known for hiking, cycling, crumbling forests. Estonian islands have 
their own things going on, when it comes to history, culture and 
nature. 

Few of Estonian Islands

?Saaremaa - West coast of Estonia, Kuressaare (the main town) is 
210 km from Tallinn

?Hiumaa - West coast of Estonia, Kärdla is 150 km from Tallinn

?Muhu - West coast of Estonia, 153 km from Tallinn, 65 km from 
Kuressaare

?Vormsi - West coast of Estonia, 123 km from Tallinn

?Naissaar - 12 km from Tallinn

?Kihnu - Southwest coast of Estonia, 178 km from Tallinn, 44 km 
from Pärnu

?Vaike and Suur Pakri - Northwest coast of Estonia, about 60 km 
from Tallinn

?Ruhnu - Southwest coast of Estonia, 225 km from Tallinn, 96 km 
from Pärnu and Riga

?Prangli - North coast of Estonia

?Aegna -  North coast of Estonia, 14 km from Tallinn

10



Estonia is a Digital Society

Named 'the most advanced digital society in the world' by Wired, 
ingenious Estonians are pathfinders, who have built an efficient, 
secure and transparent ecosystem that saves time and money. e-
Estonia invites you to follow the digital journey.

Source : https://e-estonia.com/ 11
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Success Stories

When Estonia started building our information society about two 
decades ago, there was no digital data being collected about our 
citizens. The general population did not have the internet or even 
devices with which to use it. It took great courage to invest in IT 
solutions and take the information technology route.

Here are some of our best e-solutions that have led to Estonia 
becoming one of the world's most developed digital societies.

e-Goverance1997

e-Tax2000

X-Road2001

Digital ID2001

i-Voting2005

Public Safety2007

Blockchain2008

e-Health2008

e-Residency2014

Source : https://e-estonia.com/
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e-Governance - 1997

e-Governance is a strategic choice for Estonia to improve the 

competitiveness of the state and increase the well-being of its people, 

while implementing hassle free governance.

Citizens can select e-solutions from among a range of public services at 

a time and place convenient to them, as 99% of public services are now 

available to citizens as e-services. In most cases there is no need to 

physically attend the agency providing the service.

The efficiency of e-Government is most clearly expressed in terms of 

the working time ordinary people and officials save, which would 

otherwise be spent on bureaucracy and document handling. 

e-Tax - 2000

Modern e-solutions have made setting up and running a business in 

Estonia quick and easy. Estonian e-solutions for business, such as 

electronic tax claims, have pared bureaucracy down to a bare 

minimum and facilitated an environment where business is extremely 

convenient. Today, you can pay your taxes in Estonia only in one click - 

all you need is 3-5 minutes for the tax filing process and it's done! That 

is why each year, around 95 per cent of all tax declarations in Estonia 

are filed electronically.

X-Road - 2001

Running a modern state is a data-driven endeavour and for e-Estonia 

the open-source backbone is X-Road.

This is the invisible yet crucial environment that allows the nation’s 

various e-service databases, both in the public and private sector, to 

link up and operate in harmony, and saves more than 800 years of 

working time for the state and citizens annually.

Bear in mind the unique aspect of e-Estonia is that it lacks a centralised 

or master database – all information is held in a distributed data 

system and can be exchanged instantly upon request, providing access 

24/7.

Source : https://e-estonia.com/
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Digitial ID - 2001

Nearly every one of Estonia's 1.3 million citizens has an ID card, which 
is much more than simply a legal photo ID.

Technically, it is a mandatory national card with a chip that carries 
embedded files, and using 2048-bit public key encryption, it can 
function as definitive proof of ID in an electronic environment.

Functionally, the ID card provides digital access to all of Estonia’s 
secure e-services, releasing a person from tedious red tape and 
making daily tasks faster and more comfortable whether we are 
talking about banking or business operations, signing documents or 
obtaining a digital medical prescription. 

i-Voting - 2005

Estonia was the first nation in history to offer internet voting in a 
nationwide election in 2005.

Completely unrelated to the costly electronic voting systems with their 
problematic machinery used in some countries, the Estonian open-
source voting solution is simple and secure.

The groundbreaking i-Voting system allows citizens to vote at their 
convenience, no matter how far they are from a polling station, since 
the ballot can be cast from any internet-connected computer 
anywhere in the world. i-Voting has become a reality only thanks to 
the fact that the majority of our residents have a unique secure digital 
identification provided by the state. i-Voting takes just 3 minutes and 
brings votes from all over the world. 

Public Safety - 2007

The introduction of IT has helped to strengthen public order in Estonia 
and assist in the case of accidents. The use of IT tools in the security 
services (e-Police, rescue board, emergency centre) has halved the 
number of deaths by accident in Estonia over the last 20 years.

Employees of the security services are now able to remotely 
determine 35% of the locations of accident victims to within a 5-metre 
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radius, and 93% of emergency calls are answered within 10 seconds. 
Estonian police are no longer allowed to stop cars for technical checks, 
as all the relevant data is available using their onboard computer. This 
has made the police 50 times more efficient.

Blockchain - 2008

When taking the first steps towards becoming an e-state, Estonia 

understood that the risk of cyber attacks will always be part of the 

information society – a risk that must be taken seriously. Although 

blockchain has only become hot technology in recent years, Estonia is 

leading the way in the blockchain revolution- Estonian government 

has been testing the technology already since 2008. Since 2012, 

blockchain has been in operatioanal use in Estonia’s registries, such as 

national health, judicial, legislative, security and commercial code 

systems, with plans to extend its use to other spheres such as personal 

medicine, cyber security and data embassies.

Blockchain technology solves many of the problems that data 

governance professionals have been trying to solve for years. The 

technology developed by the estonians is also being used by NATO, 

U.S. Department of Defence, as well as European Union information 

systems to ensure cyber security.

e-Health - 2008

In Estonia, patients own their health data and hospitals have made this 

available online since 2008. Today, over 95% of the data generated by 

hospitals and doctors has been digitized, and blockchain technology is 

used for assuring the integrity of stored electronic medical records as 

well as system access logs.

e-Health solutions allow Estonia to offer more efficient preventative 

measures, increasing the awareness of patients and also saving 

billions of euros. Each person in Estonia that has visited a doctor has 

his or her own online e-Health record, containing their medical case 

notes, test results, digital prescriptions and X-rays, as well as a full log-

file tracking access to the data.
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Therefore, doctors can access their patient’s electronic records, no 

matter where they are and make better informed treatment decisions.

e-Residency - 2014

It is a transnational digital identity that can provide anyone, anywhere 

with the opportunity to succeed as an entrepreneur. Like citizens and 

residents of Estonia, e-residents receive a government-issued digital 

ID and full access to Estonia’s public e-services. This enables them to 

establish a trusted EU business with all the tools needed to conduct 

business globally.

They can then use their secure digital identity to manage their 

company entirely online from anywhere in the world with minimal 

cost and hassle.

Ambitious Future

Successful countries need to be ready to experiment. Building e-

Estonia as one of the most advanced e-societies in the world has 

involved continuous experimentation and learning from our mistakes. 

Estonia sees the natural next step in the evolution of the e-state as 

moving basic services into a fully digital mode. This means that things 

can be done for citizens automatically and in that sense invisibly.

In order to remain an innovative, effective and successful Northern 

country that leads by example, we need to continue executing our 

vision of becoming a safe e-state with automatic e-services available 

24/7.

?New Digital Nation

?Cyber Security

?Data Embassy

?Intelligent transportation

?Reporting 3.0

?Cross-border data exchange

?Health care 4.0

?Digital Transformation in Education

?Real-Time Economy

?Industry 4.0
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E-Residency is a new digital nation for global citizens, 
powered by the Republic of Estonia

Estonia is the first country to offer e-Residency, a 
government-issued digital ID available to anyone in 
the world

E-Residency offers the freedom to easily start and run 
a global business in a trusted EU environment

?

?

Source : https://e-resident.gov.ee/

What is e-Residency?What is e-Residency?
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?

?

?

Start a company 100% online from anywhere in the world

Access business banking and online payment service 

providers, such as PayPal

Be the full owner of your company. No local director 

needed

stablish a Company Online

anage Remotely

chieve Location  Independence

EE

MM

AA

?

?

?

Sign and authenticate documents anywhere

Encrypt and send documents securely. No more scanning 

and posting!

Easily declare taxes online

?

?

?

Continue operating your company online while traveling

No need to re-establish your company after moving 

abroad

Focus on your passion, not paperwork

What e-Residency
can do?

What e-Residency
can do?
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?

?Secure access to e-services

?Digital signing and authentication of documents

 

The digital ID card and e-services are built on state-of-the-art 
technological solutions, including 2048-bit public key encryption. 
The digital ID card contains a microchip with two security certificates: 
PIN1 for authentication and PIN2 for digital signing.

The digital ID card is not a physical identification or a travel document, and does not 
display a photo. 

A government-issued digital identity

e-residents
receive a

digital ID card
that provides
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1 Gather documents for application

Submit your application using the secure online 
form2

?

?A passport-style digital photo

?Motivation statement

?Visa or Mastercard

A copy of your government-issued ID

?

?Pay the €100 state fee with Visa or Mastercard

?Receive confirmation email after successfully 
submitting application

Submit your application

How to apply for

e-Residency
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?

processed
Wait for your application to be approved and 

Receive confirmation that your application 
was approved

Pick up your digital ID card in person from 
your chosen pick up location

Please keep in mind:

You must pick up the card at an Estonian embassy or consulate, 
or inside Estonia.

If you do not have a pick up location in your country, you can 
arrange to pick up the card in another country.

3

4

5

?

?Once you have submitted your application, the Estonian 
Police and Border Guard Board will conduct your 
background check to ensure the safety and trust of the 
e-Residency programme

?The Estonian Police and Border Guard Board may request 
further information during the background check

Application processing period is 30 days

?

be notified by email whether your application is approved

?If you are granted e-Residency, you will be invited to pick 
up your digital ID card from your chosen location

After the background check has been completed, you will 

?

online application form

?Submit your fingerprints to the consular or police official

?Pick up your e-Residency kit, including digital ID card and 
card reader

Bring the same identification document you entered in the 
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a Company

E Resident can establish and 

manage an EU based company 

100% online. This is best way to 

run a trusted location-

independent business with 

minimal cost and hassle-free 

adminstration. 
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Operate inside the EU
?

payment providers

?Take full advantage of the EU Single Market and legal framework

?Estonia's membership of the EU, NATO, OECD and the eurozone 
provides trust and stability

 

Work anywhere
?Each e-resident is the full owner of their company 

without the need to pay a third party representative 
or hire a local director

?Digital signing among multiple co-founders makes business 
management and investments easy

?All contracts can be signed digitally, avoiding the need for paper 
and travel

 

Minimise costs and avoid hassle
?Digital incorporation through trusted e-Residency 

service providers is low-cost, fast and convenient

?Bureaucracy and paper based administration are eliminated, 
giving you more time to grow your business

?Estonia has the most competitive tax environment among the 
OECD, empowering rapid growth

Access EU based business banking and international 

of starting a company

3

2

1
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After receiving your digital ID card, you can immediately start the 
process of establishing your company – online!

Become an e-resident

?Apply for the e-residency

?Submit your application and pay €100 state fee

?Pick up your digital ID card

Obtain a legal address

?Your company needs to have an Estonian address. Please contact a 
business service provider to obtain a legal address

Register your company

?Visit the Company Registration Portal online to check your chosen 
business name is available and then register it

?Digitally sign and submit legal documents

How to 
a company?

establish
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Pay the state fee and receive confirmation

?
when you submit your application, or choose to defer the share 
capital payment

?Your submitted application will be reviewed within one working 
day and any notifications will be sent by email

Use our trusted service providers for faster solutions

Most e-residents choose to work with a business service provider to 
help facilitate the process of starting a business. These business 
service providers can help you obtain a legal address, navigate the 
business registry, offer assistance with obtaining a bank account, and 
provide other services.

Company management - Useful links

Tax and Custom Board

Declare taxes online. Get all the information regarding taxation and 
annual report submissions.

 

Company Registration Portal

The Company Registration Portal allows entrepreneurs to submit 
electronic applications, documents and annual reports to the 
Commercial Register.

Accounting Portal

e-Financials is a simple governmental web-based accounting software 
that assists companies to manage their book-keeping themselves. 

You can pay the state fee and share capital through the state portal 
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My Background

I'm Graduate in Commerce from Delhi University, India 

has worked on many company-based projects as 

freelancer that involve auditing, planning and marketing, 

currently I am acting as Managing Trustee for OHH (India), 

Chief in Editor at national magazine True Lies (India), 

Director in Non profit association at LA VAFARA 

MTÜ (Estonia), Partner in LA VAFARA 

(India), Chief Promoter for GLS 

and FELA (London) and Senior 

Analyst for a MCKF (India). I carry 12 

year of (International) experience in 

the field of Analytics and also 

specializes in setting up various projects 

in UAE, Malaysia, London, Australia, 

Europe and India, I am expertise in 

executing Trust related projects which is done 

mostly online, where I can not see my clients 

face to face. All our billing is done on project 

basis, my expertise in the area of developing 

strategies and provides thought leadership and 

pursues strategies for engagements with senior 

executives.

I worked with business owners, non-profits and organizations that 
use free publicity in traditional and social media to establish their 

26
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credibility enhances their reputation, position themselves as experts, 
sell more products and services, and promote a cause or issue, while 
running non-profit association in India since 2010 with a team of 6 
people. When I came to know about e Residency of Estonia, in 2015 I 
took my e Residency and evaluated that it could be the best digital 
platform for doing business remotely. And in 2017 I registered MTÜ in 
Tallinn Estonia as Director.

Reason I register in E-Estonia Residency

It's a digital platform, which has no restriction to work from anywhere 
in the world, which off course simplify my business. In 2014 Estonia 
started giving e Residency, but many of us were in same confusion if 
this e Residency will give me some kind of visa, residency, or 
immigration. The simple answer was NO it was not a residency, it was 
just like doing registration on a government portal which gives me 
identity and allow you to do some of Estonian government services, 
like opening and running a company. 

Nowhere, it allowed me to get citizenship or live in Estonia, to enter 
Estonia i need to follow visa guidelines designed by Estonian 
government for my respective country.  With in time if you doing 
business and generating revenue, that will definitely gives you options 
for Schengen visa as a pathway 

Who can apply e Residency? 

People around the world can apply e Residency, no matter which 
country they live. It has a simple process, applicant can apply e 
Residency online at a cost of 100€ (as per dated August 2017) which 
may change as per discretion of Estonian government, so keep looking 
at there official website for more updates. 

To apply my e Residency i provide my basic information like passport / 
travel document with a reason to apply e Residency of Estonia. 
However again it's discretion of e residency team who will take final 
call on any application.  

You need to collect your e Residency Card along with USB device from 

your chosen Estonian embassy at time of filling application form. It 
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took me approx 4 weeks for arrival of my e Card along with USB device 

at my nearest selected embassy. Keep in mind your hand must be clean 

enough to give fingerprint at embassy before they handover your e 

Residency Kit. 

What was in my E Residency Kit 

After successful fingerprints, I received

?E-Residency Id card 

?USB card reader / device

?Set of 2 pins 

With the help of this card I was allowed to sign any document digitally 

and other e services by signing online, but to do this task I had to install 

necessary software which was easily available on  Estonia official 

website and web links. 

Register your Company (OÜ) OR Association (MTÜ)

e Residents can establish company 100% online with a minimal cost 

and hassle free administration. It depends person to person if they 

want to register company or association. For me having 7 year of non-

profit association experience in India, clicked me to go for association, 

which is known as MTÜ. But you all have options to register private 

limited company known as OÜ also. You have all authority to either 

sign online company yourself or you may appoint a local agency to help 

you. In my case I took help of professional service provider. 

You can find list of service providers on websites who can help you to 

register your company and help you for your taxation purpose. Please 

do your own research before you chose your agency provider. Or you 

can visit company registration portal online to chose a business name 

and register it online yourself ,  it need a legal address and local contact 

point and than you can submit application with digital signature. 

After choosing a association name, I signed digitally on that portal and 

paid the state fee, my application got reviewed same day and I was 

intimated on email with my registration certificate. 
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Chose your Service Providers

To do business in Estonia, I need a legal address, Virtual Office and 

offer international accounting and other tax related consultancy, I 

came across with various service providers like Sunny Business, 

LeapIN, 1Office, Profia, Incorporate, many more, so you may do your 

necessary checks to chose any service provider to set up your 

smooth business.

Chose your Banking

Like in any country Estonia also have good banking system for 

business. e Resident can apply banking option but they have to 

present in Estonia in person. I found some major banks in Estonia 

like LHV, Swedbank that need my face-to-face presence and 

Business account with Holvi can be opened entirely online. 

My Journey

It was a amazing platform for me and proud moment to become e 

Resident of Estonia and registering non-profit association. My digital 

journey start here, I will bring another Edition soon after having 

some experience, I wish this book will help you on how to become / 

apply e residency of Estonia and set up business in Estonia, chose 

banking and other benefits of becoming e Resident. 

Contact Me

Due to my frequent trips its difficult to communicate at your 

preferable time, kindly contact my regional offices or leave email at 

lavafaraa@gmail.com

       Europe: +3726841400 

       Australia: +61415268584
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LA VAFARA MTÜ, Pàrnu maantee, 141-59, Tallinn,
Harjü Maakond, Delta Plaza, 11314, Estonia, Europe

L Va aFaRa

+372 684 1400
www.lavafara.com          @lavafara          @lavafara

         info@lavafara.com

La VaFaRa

EUROPE TO INDIA

If you want to become brand...
Make "La VaFaRa"

your Associate Promoter

0061-415268584



I am proud to be e Resident of world beautiful 

land republic of Estonia and I like to invite you 

to join my Non-profit association 

"La Vafara MTÜ" as volunteer. No matter which 

country you from, be part of my association to 

help World together.
- Kapilesh



KAPILESH CHOUDHARY is an internationally known 

author and socialist carrying 12 year of International 

experience and the executive director of La Vafara MTÜ, 

Estonia. He wrote this book after getting e residency of 

Estonia in 2015, this book will guide you the process on 

how to apply e residency and its benefits & set up of 

business without traveling to Estonia.

ISBN 978-81-935666-1-9
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INR - 75        EURO - 1       USD - 1.20
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